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ABSTRACT
Quality and cost are two key considerations for video conferencing

services. Service providers face a dilemma when selecting network
tiers to build their infrastructure—relying on Internet links has poor

quality, while using premium links brings excessive cost.

We present XRON, a hybrid elastic cloud overlay network for

our planetary-scale video conferencing service. XRON differs from

prior overlays with two distinct features. First, XRON is hybrid,

i.e., it leverages both Internet and premium links to simultaneously
achieve high quality and low cost. Second, XRON is elastic, i.e.,

it exploits elastic cloud resources to adaptively scale its capacity

based on realtime demand. The data plane of XRON combines active

probing and passive tracking for scalable link state monitoring, uses

asymmetric forwarding based on heterogeneous bidirectional link

qualities, and quickly reacts to sudden link degradations without

the control plane involvement. The control plane of XRON predicts

video traffic based on application knowledge, and computes global

forwarding paths and reaction planswith scalable algorithms. Large-

scale deployment in DingTalk shows that XRON reduces video

stall ratio and bad audio fluency by 77% and 65.2%, respectively,

compared to using Internet links only, and reduces cost by 79%,

compared to using premium links only.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Overlay and other logical network structures;
Cloud computing; • Applied computing → Electronic data
interchange;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Video conferencing is becoming increasingly popular and impor-

tant in our society [12, 33, 38, 49]. We operate one of the largest

video conferencing services in the world with hundreds of millions

of users. Most of our top-tier business customers are transnational

corporations that rely on our service to host international online

meetings for regular corporation management and various business

events. This calls for a planetary-scale video conferencing service.

We deploy video conferencing clusters as containers globally in

different cloud regions of our cooperated cloud provider. The geo-

graphically distributed deployment ensures our users have access to

the nearby video conferencing service. We interconnect our video

conferencing clusters across the globe to form the network infras-

tructure for delivering video conferencing traffic in the wide area

network.

Quality and cost are two key considerations for video conferenc-

ing services. Cloud platforms typically provide network tiers with
different cost and performance characteristics. Video conferencing

providers face a dilemmawhen selecting network tiers to build their

services. Internet links are cheap, but directly connecting clusters

via Internet links is practically far away from satisfactory under

the strict quality requirement of video conferencing. Alternatively,

cloud providers typically build their own private inter-datacenter

networks or rent dedicated links from ISPs, and expose them as a

premium network tier. Using premium links can satisfy the need of

video conferencing, but the cost is excessive.

We present XRON, the network infrastructure for our planetary-

scale video conferencing service. XRON leverages overlay paths that
forward video conferencing traffic via intermediate cloud regions

to achieve better quality than direct paths. XRON is an overlay

network for video conferencing with two distinct features—hybrid
and elastic.
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First, XRON is a hybrid overlay network using both Internet links
and premium links. The key problem of Internet links is instability.

The latency and loss rate of Internet links can spike significantly in

a short period (§2.2). While such sudden spikes are not a problem

for throughput-intensive services like bulk data transfers, they can

seriously compromise user experience for latency-sensitive video

conference services. XRON relies on Internet links most of the time

for low cost, and quickly switches Internet links to premium links

or other high-quality Internet links during temporary performance

degradations for consistent high quality.

Second, XRON leverages elastic cloud resources to dynamically

scale its capacity based on the traffic demand. The traffic demand

of video conferencing changes over time (§2.3). Over-provisioning

the overlay network introduces unnecessary cost, while under-

provisioning cannot meet the demand at peak hours. XRON adopts

the idea of resource elasticity in serverless computing [46]. It allevi-

ates the burden of resource provisioning from the overlay operator.

The capacity of the overlay network can be dynamically scaled

by adding or removing containers in the cloud. While cloud plat-

forms provide reactive auto-scaling based on resource usage, it is

too slow for latency-sensitive video conference services (§2.3). We

leverage application knowledge to build a prediction model that

can accurately predict future traffic demand of our video confer-

ence service. XRON proactively scales the resources to avoid service

quality degradation due to slow scaling.

XRON exploits hybrid links and elastic cloud resources to achieve

both high quality and low cost. XRON’s principled design consists

of a data plane (§4) and a control plane (§5). The data plane includes

a set of XRON gateways distributed in the cloud regions to carry

video conferencing traffic. The gateways combine sampling-based

active probing and passive tracking to achieve scalable link state

monitoring for the large overlay network (§4.1). Traffic forwarding

in the data plane is asymmetric in that the two directions of a

video stream may use different paths, to exploit heterogeneous

bidirectional link qualities (§4.2). The data plane uses a distributed

reaction mechanism to quickly update overlay paths locally, in face

of sudden link quality degradations (§4.3).

The control plane is a logically centralized controller that decides

resource scaling and forwarding paths for the overlay network. The

controller leverages a domain-specific prediction model to accu-

rately predict future video traffic demand (§5.1). Based on the global

knowledge of the overlay network, the controller uses a scalable

two-step control algorithm to compute the number of gateways

and their forwarding tables for each region (§5.3). The controller

also computes the backup paths for fast data plane reaction (§5.4).

XRON is a production system that has been deployed to support

DingTalk video conferencing service since August 2022. The over-

lay nodes of XRON are deployed in eleven Alibaba Cloud regions

across the globe. Online production statistics show that XRON re-

duces video stall ratio and bad audio fluency by 77% and 65.2%,

respectively, compared to using public Internet links only. XRON

reduces the cost by up to 79%, compared to using premium links

only.

Overlay networking is a canonical topic studied by our com-

munity for decades [6, 21, 24, 33, 37, 42, 43, 51, 56, 57]. We remark

that besides our engineering contributions in building and deploy-

ing a planetary-scale system in the real world, the key technical

contribution of XRON is the design of a hybrid and elastic overlay,
which makes XRON different from prior overlay networks. Early

overlays such as RON [6] employ only Internet links for resiliency.

This is not sufficient for fast reaction to sudden performance degra-

dations. Naively updating the overlay path based on the global

view is an order of magnitude slower than what video conferenc-

ing requires. XRON uses hybrid network resources to fast react

to performance degradations. In terms of elasticity, while there

are recent cloud overlays (e.g., Skyplane [29]) leveraging elastic

cloud resources, the objective is different: XRON is designed for

latency-sensitive video conferencing services, while Skyplane is for

throughput-intensive bulk data transfers. This introduces a different

set of design constraints and solutions, including prediction-based

proactive resource scaling, scalable real-time link state monitoring,

and fast distributed data plane reaction.

This work does not raise any ethical issues. Data is anonymized
and approved by our institute’s review board. It was collected as part
of routine operations, and only used for the performance optimization
of our video conferencing system.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In this section, we first provide background on our video confer-

encing service, DingTalk (§2.1). Then, we introduce the choices of

heterogeneous network resources, and their pros and cons (§2.2).
Finally, we describe the dynamic demand of video conferencing

traffic (§2.3).

2.1 Cloud-Native Video Conferencing
Building and deploying software services on cloud platforms has

become a widely-adopted industry practice. The cloud-based ap-

proach is particularly appealing for planetary-scale services, as it

enables these services to expand to a global scale without the frus-

trations of building and operating hardware infrastructure in each

nation. To leverage these benefits, we work closely with a large

public cloud provider, and build our video conferencing service

entirely on the public cloud.

We deploy video conferencing clusters globally in multiple cloud

regions of the public cloud to ensure service proximity to users.

Each cluster consists of a set of containers that perform video

transcoding, audio mixing, and video transmission. Users install

our video conferencing client software on their devices like mo-

bile phones, laptops, and desktops. The functionalities of the client

software include video encoding/decoding, denoising, image en-

hancing, and video stream transmission. A client is connected to

its closest cluster for participating in a video conference. For cross-

region video conferences, multiple clusters are involved, and they

transmit video streams with each other.

2.2 Heterogeneous Network Resources
There are two choices to interconnect our video conferencing clus-

ters across different cloud regions: Internet links and premium links.

Below we compare the performance and cost of the two types of

links and describe the challenge.

Performance comparison.We conduct a measurement to charac-

terize the performance of the two link types. We measure pairwise

latency and loss rate among eleven regions of the cloud, on which
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Figure 1: Comparison of latency between Internet links and premium links.
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(b) Loss rate of one example pair.

Figure 2: Comparison of loss rate between Internet links and premium links.

our video conferencing service operates. We probe each pair of

regions every second for one day. Figure 1a and Figure 1b show the

average latency of all region pairs and the latency of one example

pair over time, respectively. Premium links have lower average la-

tency than Internet links. More importantly, the latency of Internet

links fluctuates significantly over time, while premium links are

more stable. The fluctuation of an individual link latency is more

significant than the average of all links. The latency of the example

pair goes up to as high as 20518 ms. Stability is particularly impor-

tant to real-time applications like video conferencing, as a sudden

increase in latency can significantly impact user experience.

Figure 2 shows the loss rate results. Similar to the latency results,

premium links have a lower average loss rate and less fluctuation

than Internet links. Compared to the average, the difference be-

tween premium links and Internet links is more significant at the

individual link level. The maximum average loss rate in Figure 2a is

3.3%, while the maximum loss rate of the example pair in Figure 2b

is 39.2%. The loss rate significantly impacts the fluency of video

conferencing applications. When the loss rate is high, lost packets

cannot be recovered by error correction codes and it would take

a few round-trip times (RTTs) for retransmission, causing video

stalls on the user side.

To further compare their performance, we calculate the fraction

of time with high latency and high loss rate for each link, and

Figure 3 shows the CDF of all links. Based on our operational expe-

rience with our video conferencing service, we use the following

thresholds: latency > 400ms, loss rate > 0.5%. Note that we do not

argue these numbers are the best thresholds to determine whether

the latency or loss rate is too high for video conferencing; they

are just empirical values used here to illustrate the performance

differences between Internet links and premium links. Results show

that almost all premium links have a very small fraction of time

with latency > 400ms or loss rate > 0.5%. In comparison, Internet

links have a very long tail. 20% of Internet links have more than

10% of time with high latency and more than 22% of time with high

loss rate.

Cost comparison. Network usage on cloud platforms is priced

based on the product of egress data volume and unit egress fee.

The unit egress fee varies according to different source regions

for Internet links and different source-destination region pairs for

premium links. Figure 4 shows the normalized price distribution of

Internet links and premium links in our used cloud, respectively.

Each price is normalized to the unit egress fee of the most expensive

Internet link. The unit egress fees of premium links are significantly

higher than those of Internet links: the median cost difference is

7.6× and the maximum is 11.4×.

Challenge. Neither Internet links nor premium links can simulta-

neously provide high quality and low cost. As a video conferencing

service provider, the bandwidth expense contributes to a significant

portion (> 60%) of our operating cost. While premium links provide

high quality, we cannot afford to use them for cross-region traffic

of all users. Earlier versions of our service use premium links for a

small portion of users that pay extra subscription fees; other users

are served with Internet links. Due to the high cost of premium

links, the pricing is not attractive for many users, and the majority

of our users experience bad quality for cross-region conferences.

This affects the overall user experience and inhibits further user

growth of our service.
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Figure 3: Comparison of fraction of time with high latency (> 400ms) and
high loss rate (> 0.5%) between Internet links and premium links.
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(a) All cross-region traffic.
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Figure 5: Dynamic video conferencing demand.

2.3 Dynamic Video Conferencing Demand
The traffic demand of our video conferencing service is highly

dynamic. Figure 5a shows the total cross-region traffic demand of

our service over time for one day. The traffic demand is normalized

to the maximum demand of the day. The peak demand is more

than 145× compared with the bottom demand. The demand may

increase dramatically in a short period. For example, the normalized

demand increases from 0.31 at 13:57 to 0.46 at 14:02, which is a

48% increase in five minutes. Next, we zoom in to show the traffic

demand of individual region pairs. As different pairs have similar

characteristics, we show the demand of one representative pair

over a day in Figure 5b. The peak demand is 247× of the bottom

demand, and the demand increases by 3.4× in five minutes from

6:27 to 6:32. This indicates that the demand of an individual pair

may fluctuate more significantly.

Challenge. Traditionally, service providers build their own physi-

cal infrastructure, and face the common problem of over-provisioning

or under-provisioning. Our service is built with a containerized,

cloud-native approach, and can leverage elastic cloud resources to

dynamically scale based on traffic demand. Cloud platforms offer

native auto-scaling mechanisms based on CPU, memory, or band-

width utilization for containers. While starting a container only

takes a few seconds, there are a few overheads imposed by cloud

platforms, which would enlarge the startup time to minutes. First,

preparing a container instance takes tens of seconds, due to the

complex orchestration stack of cloud platforms. Second, upon a

cache miss when loading the container image, it needs extra time

to pull the image from the raw image repository. Third, several

common procedures (e.g., IP allocation) shared by the entire cloud

platform can be slow during high load of the cloud. Fourth, a series

of checking procedures for software and hardware states have to

be done before a container is finally ready. As a result, the native

reactive auto-scaling mechanisms are too slow for latency-sensitive

video conferencing services during demand spikes.

3 XRON OVERVIEW
XRON is a hybrid elastic cloud overlay network for our video confer-

encing service that achieves both high quality and low cost. XRON

is hybrid, i.e., it uses both Internet links and premium links to build

the overlay network. XRON is elastic, i.e., it leverages elastic cloud
resources to dynamically scale its capacity based on the traffic

demand. Figure 6 shows a high-level overview of XRON, which

includes a data plane and a control plane. XRON is a containerized

system. All components are packaged and deployed as contain-

ers and are managed by container orchestration tools based on

Kubernetes [2] provided by the cloud platform.

XRON data plane. The data plane consists of XRON gateways,

which are responsible for cross-region video stream transmission.

Each gateway runs as a container managed by a Kubernetes cluster.

Each gateway has a monitoring module that monitors the states of

adjacent links in terms of latency and loss rate. Given the scale of

XRON, the data plane combines active probing and passive tracking

for scalable real-time monitoring (§4.1). The link states are reported

to the control plane for forwarding decisions.

The gateways receive forwarding table updates from the control

plane. The forward tables specify which is the next hop andwhether
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Figure 6: XRON overview.

to use the Internet link or the premium link for each video stream.

As XRON is an overlay network, each gateway not only transmits

streams originating from its own cloud region but also acts as

relays for streams from other regions. The forwarding in XRON is

asymmetric, i.e., the two directions of a stream may use different

overlay paths (§4.2). This is based on our observation that an overlay

link may have different performance in its two directions.

XRON uses a fast distributed reaction mechanism to handle sud-

den link performance degradations locally (§4.3). When detecting

a performance drop of an outgoing link, a gateway switches to

a backup link, which is pre-calculated by the controller to avoid

capacity overloads and congestions. Compared to the minute-level

global control loop, the distributed local reactions can be done in

seconds, ensuring consistent high quality for video conferencing

sessions.

XRON control plane. The control plane is a logically centralized

controller that orchestrates capacity scaling and stream transmis-

sion of the overlay network. The control plane contains a network

information base (NIB) and a stream information base (SIB). The

NIB stores network-level information, including link states reported

by XRON gateways and link pricing information fetched from the

cloud platform. The SIB stores application-level information for

video conferencing streams, including the source, destination and

bitrate of each stream and the quality requirements. The controller

uses a prediction model based on application knowledge to predict

future traffic demand (§5.1). With a global view of network informa-

tion and stream information, the controller models the objective and

the constraints (§5.2), and uses a scalable two-step control algorithm

to compute the number of gateways and their forwarding tables for

each region (§5.3). The controller also computes the backup paths

for fast data plane reaction (§5.4). The controller periodically runs

the computation and issues updates to the data plane.

4 XRON DATA PLANE
The data plane of XRON consists of multiple gateways for cross-

region video stream transmission. These XRON gateways ensure

low-latency, stable transmission via techniques including scalable

link state monitoring, (§4.1), asymmetric forwarding (§4.2), and fast

distributed reaction (§4.3).
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Figure 7: Different links in the same region pair usually share
similar network conditions.

4.1 Scalable Link State Monitoring
Basicmonitoringmechanisms. Each XRON gateway is equipped

with a monitoring module that monitors the states of overlay links

with other gateways. Link states, in the XRON context, mean latency

and loss rate. The module uses a combination of active probing and
passive tracking.

Active probing. To monitor real-time link states, the monitoring

module uses pseudo packets to proactively probe the network at

a high frequency: about 400 milliseconds per probing burst, and

each probing burst contains fifteen 1.5KB packets. Suppose two

gateways (𝐺𝐴 and 𝐺𝐵 ) check the link state (i.e., latency and loss

rate) between them via probing. The latency is the transmission

time of a probe. A probe is judged as a loss when the following

conditions happen: (𝑖) more than twenty succeeding responses are

received or (𝑖𝑖) the response does not arrive after three RTTs.
Passive tracking. XRON uses a regular technique (similar to previ-

ous efforts [58]) that passively tracks the video conferencing packets

to monitor the link states. Only passive tracking is not sufficient

for links with no or low traffic. Passive tracking works together

with active probing for comprehensive link state monitoring.

Scalable group-based active probing.While our above probing

design can detect link degradations timely, its frequency and over-

head are, nevertheless, too aggressive. Suppose we have 𝑁 regions

and each region has𝑀 gateways. The above design needs to probe

𝑁 (𝑁 − 1)𝑀2
links. Worse, the overhead increases quadratically

with our service capacity𝑀 , which seriously affects the scalability

of our system.

Based on our experience, we observed that different links in

the same region pair share similar network conditions with a high

possibility. Figure 7a shows the loss rate of different links from

an example region pair during one day. Although each link may

encounter bursty loss at a different time and the loss conditions

during the bad quality time might be different, all links share a

similar variation tendency. Furthermore, we compute the similarity

of links’ qualities in each region pair, respectively. The similarity

is defined as the time proportion where different links share the

same quality. As shown in Figure 7b, for all region pairs, links have

the same quality in more than 77% of the time. Furthermore, the

similarity of links in 80% region pairs is more than 90%.

Driven by the above observation, we group the XRON gateways

in a region into a probing group, and select𝑅 representatives for each

region pair to execute full link state probing. The probing results

are then aggregated to the XRON controller in a group granularity
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Figure 8: Different link performance in two directions.

for later decision making. The overall detecting and reporting cost,

therefore, decrease from 𝑂 (𝑁 (𝑁 − 1)𝑀2) to 𝑂 (𝑁 (𝑁 − 1)𝑅). Due
to this grouping-based design, the overall probing cost is negligible

in practice.

4.2 Asymmetric Forwarding

Observation: heterogeneous bidirectional link states. Existing
global overlay network solutions [6, 29, 33] simply assume the two

directions of an overlay link have the same performance. However,

asymmetric underlay routing is quite common in practice [35, 50].

Figure 8 shows the link states of two directions of an example region

pair. In more than 60% of time, two directions of the Internet links

have different states. If we simply use the round-trip performance of

links to compute the forwarding plan, the solution space is limited

and the forwarding decisions are sub-optimal.

Asymmetric forwarding. At runtime, the XRON gateways for-

ward video conferencing traffic according to their forwarding tables

received from the controller. The forwarding tables specify which

is the next hop and whether to use the Internet link or premium

link for each video stream. Based on the above observation, the

monitoring module monitors and reports the states of both direc-

tions of each link to the controller, and the controller computes

asymmetric forwarding decisions, i.e., the two directions of a video

stream may use different forwarding paths and different types of

links. For example, suppose we have three regions 𝐴, 𝐵 and 𝐶 , if

only 𝐴 → 𝐶 encounters high loss rate, video traffic can be trans-

mitted from 𝐴 to 𝐶 through path 𝐴→ 𝐵 → 𝐶 , while ACKs can be

forwarded back through 𝐶 → 𝐴 directly.

4.3 Fast Reaction to Link Degradations
Observation: temporary link degradations are common. Fig-
ure 9 shows the duration of performance degradations (latency >

400 ms or loss rate > 0.5%) on all region pairs. Note that the link fail-

ure is just an extreme case of performance degradation. The number

of short-term (< 30s) performance degradation cases is two orders of

magnitude higher than long-term performance degradation cases.

Such temporary degradations may result in unavailability for hun-

dreds of RTTs in the worst case, which is unacceptable for video

conferencing. When a network degradation occurs, the transient

loss rate is too high to be recovered by video redundant coding

methods, such as forwarding error correction (FEC) [13].

Fast distributed reaction. A strawman solution is to call the con-

troller to compute new paths when a link degradation is detected
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Figure 9: Temporary (≤30s) network performance degrada-
tions are common.
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Figure 10: Fast reaction in the data plane.

by monitoring. The gateways, however, are typically far away from

the controller—they can be on different continents. The commu-

nication between the controller and the gateways cannot be fast

enough to handle the degradation quickly. Given the scale of XRON,

frequently reporting degradation events to the controller and wait-

ing for forwarding table updates would introduce unaffordable

overhead.

We propose a fast distributed reaction mechanism to handle

temporary link degradations. Every time when the XRON controller

computes forwarding tables, it also computes fast reaction plans

for each region. The fast reaction plans find the best combination

of premium links under capacity constraints (§5.4). As shown in

Figure 10, when a temporary degradation of the Internet link𝐴→ 𝐵

occurs, XRON gateways forward the traffic via the premium link

𝐴→ 𝐶 , without reporting the failure event to the controller. Since

the XRON controller is not involved in this control loop, short-

term link degradations can be handled within seconds. Because

the pricing is based on the transmitted data volume rather than

the bandwidth, the cost of this mechanism is cheap enough as it

only uses premium links during link degradations, which we also

empirically show in §6.3.
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Figure 11: Traffic demand in a region over two weeks.
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Figure 12: Predicted traffic and actual traffic.

5 XRON CONTROL PLANE
XRON control plane is a logically centralized controller that decides

resource scaling and forwarding paths. The controller relies on

traffic demand prediction (§5.1) and a set of modeled objective and

constraints (§5.2) to compute two results: the number of gateways

and their forwarding tables (§5.3), and backup paths for fast data

plane reaction (§5.4).

5.1 Traffic Demand Prediction
As revealed in §2.3, handling burst network usage of the video

conferencing service is hard, since cloud-native container auto-

scaling mechanisms cannot meet such fast requirement changes.

Depending on our operational experience, reserving five minutes

is enough for covering the uncertainty introduced by container

provisioning. Therefore, this part focuses on providing precise short-

term predictions in the future five minutes.

Observation: our traffic demand has a three-peak pattern.
To achieve accurate prediction, we first study the traffic demand

pattern. Figure 11 shows a typical traffic pattern of our video con-

ferencing service for a region pair over two weeks. We observe that

the traffic has a three-peak pattern every day. With deep diving

in Figure 5b, the overall traffic increases greatly after 6:00 and the

first peak appears usually at 10:00, where the traffic surges from

nearly zero to the highest in a day. Later at 12:00, the traffic falls

back, rises again around 14:00, and achieves the second peak at

about 16:00. The last phase of increase starts at 18:00 and the peak

appears at 20:00. This three-peak pattern also matches our prior

knowledge about video conferencing: users tend to have a regular

daily routine, and often communicate with others at their work

time or study time, which is the main reason for the three-peak

pattern. Daily or weekly meetings in the company and scheduled

online classes in the school also strengthen the periodicity of traffic

demand.

Symbol Description

𝑉 The set of regions.

𝑁𝑖 The set of containers in the region 𝑖 .

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 The container limit in each region.

𝑃𝑖,𝑗 A forwarding path from region 𝑖 to region 𝑗 .

Lat𝑡
𝑖,𝑗

Latency of link type 𝑡 from region 𝑖 to region 𝑗 .

RTT_Limit𝑖,𝑗 Latency limit of path 𝑃𝑖,𝑗 .

Loss𝑡
𝑖,𝑗

Loss rate of link type 𝑡 from region 𝑖 to region 𝑗 .

Loss_Limit𝑖,𝑗 Loss rate limit of path 𝑃𝑖,𝑗 .

𝑇𝑖,𝑗 Traffic demand from region 𝑖 to region 𝑗 .

𝑆𝑡
𝑖,𝑗

𝑆𝑡
𝑖,𝑗

= { (𝑚,𝑛) | (𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑡 ) ∈ 𝑃𝑚,𝑛 }
𝑆𝑖 𝑆𝑖 =

⋃
𝑡 ∈{𝐼 ,𝑝}

⋃
𝑗 ∈𝑉 (𝑆𝑡𝑖,𝑗 ∪ 𝑆𝑡𝑗,𝑖 )

𝐵𝑐 Processing capacity of a container.

𝐵𝑖
𝐼

Internet link bandwidth of region 𝑖 .

𝐶𝑐 Cost of a container.

𝐶𝐼 (𝑖 ) Cost of the Internet link per byte of region 𝑖 .

𝐶𝑝 (𝑖, 𝑗 ) Cost of the premium link per byte from region 𝑖 to 𝑗 .

Table 1: Key notations in the problem formulation.

Traffic predictionmodel. The aforementioned observation shows

a strong time sequential law of traffic demand. Driven by the

such phenomenon, we propose a Discrete-Time Fourier Transform

(DTFT) approach to predict traffic demand. Specifically, DTFT first

transforms the time sequence of traffic demand from the time do-

main to the frequency domain. We choose one hundred most promi-

nent harmonics to fit the pattern and filter out random jitters. Then,

we transform the traffic demand sequence back from the frequency

domain to the time domain, and the results in the future timestamp

are the prediction results. The input data for calculating traffic de-

mand comes from application-level information collected by SIB
1
,

including video type, traffic source and destination, frame rate, res-

olution, and bitrate. This DTFT prediction can roughly predict the

traffic pattern, we add an empirical rule based on our experience

to further improve the accuracy: the predicted demand should be

no smaller than the actual demand in the last turn, to reduce the

risk of excessive scale-down. In the production environment, there

would be rare corner cases that cannot be fully predicted with his-

torical data. The above empirical rule makes XRON tightly track

the actual demand. Figure 12 visualizes a real case of our predicted

results, which shows that our prediction can efficiently cover the

real demand.

5.2 Modeling Objective and Constraints
We model the objective and constraints below. The key notations

of the problem formulation are in Table 1.

Network performance constraints. Based on our experience, la-

tency and loss rate are two key factors affecting video conferencing

quality, which is also confirmed by previous work [15, 33]. Available

bandwidth can also be estimated by using latency and loss rate [6].

We have the following constraints for the end-to-end latency limit

Lat_Limit𝑚,𝑛 and loss rate limit Loss_Limit𝑚,𝑛 for path 𝑃𝑚,𝑛 from

region𝑚 to region 𝑛, respectively. These limits can be configured

as the video conferencing service requires, and is well-studied [33].

1
Because XRON is an overlay network designed and operated by the video conferencing

service provider, it can use statistics of video conferencing sessions without harming

user privacy or leaking sensitive data.
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∀(𝑚,𝑛) ∈ 𝑉 2, Lat(𝑃𝑚,𝑛) =
∑︁

(𝑖, 𝑗,𝑡 ) ∈𝑃𝑚,𝑛

Lat𝑡𝑖, 𝑗 ≤ Lat_Limit𝑚,𝑛

∀(𝑚,𝑛) ∈ 𝑉 2, 1 −
∏

(𝑖, 𝑗,𝑡 ) ∈𝑃𝑚,𝑛

(1 − Loss𝑡𝑖, 𝑗 ) ≤ Loss_Limit𝑚,𝑛

Gateway capacity constraints. First, a XRON gateway is deployed

as a container, which has limited processing capacity 𝐵c. The total

traffic in region 𝑖 cannot exceed the total processing capacity of its

containers 𝐵c · 𝑁𝑖 . Second, the total traffic in region 𝑖 over Internet

links cannot exceed the bandwidth limit 𝐵𝑖I imposed by region

𝑖 . Third, premium links are charged based on both source and

destination regions, and their bandwidth limits are also imposed

per region pair, instead of per region. Thus, the constraint becomes

that the total traffic over a premium link from region 𝑖 to region 𝑗

cannot exceed the bandwidth limit of link 𝐵
𝑖, 𝑗

d . Fourth, the number

of containers in each region cannot exceed the container quota

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 imposed by the cloud platform.

∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 ,
∑︁

(𝑚,𝑛) ∈𝑆𝑖
𝑇𝑚,𝑛 ≤ 𝐵c · 𝑁𝑖

∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 , Thpt𝐼 (𝑖) =
∑︁
𝑗∈𝑉

∑︁
(𝑚,𝑛) ∈𝑆 I

𝑖,𝑗

𝑇𝑚,𝑛 ≤ 𝐵𝑖I

∀(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝑉 2, Thpt𝑝 (𝑖, 𝑗) =
∑︁

(𝑚,𝑛) ∈𝑆d
𝑖,𝑗

𝑇𝑚,𝑛 ≤ 𝐵
𝑖, 𝑗

d

∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 , 𝑁𝑖 ≤ 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥

Objective function. The objective is to minimize the weighted

sum of path latencies and resource costs, including network links

and containers. The weights can be adjusted based on operational

requirements.

UtilLat =
∑︁
𝑚,𝑛

Lat(𝑃𝑚,𝑛)
Lat_Limit𝑚,𝑛

UtilCost = 𝐶𝑐 · 𝑁 +
∑︁
𝑖

𝐶𝐼 (𝑖) · Thpt𝐼 (𝑖) +
∑︁
𝑖, 𝑗

𝐶𝑝 (𝑖, 𝑗) · Thpt𝑝 (𝑖, 𝑗)

Minimize 𝑤𝐿𝑎𝑡 · UtilLat +𝑤𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 · UtilCost

5.3 Scalable Two-Step Control Algorithm
The optimization problem formulated in §5.2 is NP-hard [3, 17].

Directly solving it does not scale given the size of our system. We

propose a scalable two-step control algorithm to solve the problem.

This algorithm is a heuristic that decouples path control (i.e., decid-

ing the forwarding tables of each gateway) from capacity control

(i.e., deciding the number of gateways in each region) to achieve

scalability. Empirically, the algorithm can finish in two seconds for

our system.

Step 1: Path control with current topology. The first step is

to compute forwarding paths and the corresponding forwarding

tables based on the current topology. This step takes into account

the network performance constraints and capacity constraints, and

does not consider how to add or remove gateways in each region.

Empirically, we observe that video streams with long end-to-end

latencies are more prone to breaking the minimum video quality

Algorithm 1 Path control on current topology

1: Input: traffic demand 𝑆 , current topology𝐺

2: Output: used gateways 𝐿, forwarding tables 𝐹

3: procedure PathControl
4: Initialize forwarding tables: 𝐹 ← ∅.
5: Initialize used capacity list: 𝐿 ← ∅.
6: while |𝑆 | > 0 do
7: Build shortest path graph 𝑃 on𝐺

8: Sort 𝑆 based on latency in descending order

9: for 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 do
10: 𝑝 ← 𝑃.𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ (𝑠.𝑠𝑟𝑐, 𝑠.𝑑𝑠𝑡 )
11: if 𝑝.𝑐𝑎𝑛𝐵𝑒𝐵𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡 ( ) then
12: 𝑐 ← min(𝑠.𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡, 𝑝.𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦)
13: 𝐹 ← 𝐹 ∪ 𝑝.𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ (𝑠, 𝑐 )
14: 𝐿.𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑝, 𝑐 )
15: 𝑠.𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 ← 𝑠.𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 − 𝑐
16: if 𝑠.𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 == 0 then
17: 𝑆 ← 𝑆 − 𝑠
18: 𝑝.𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ← 𝑝.𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝑐
19: if 𝑝.𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 == 0 then
20: 𝑃 ← 𝑃 − 𝑝
21: break

bound. Therefore, the key idea of the algorithm is to prioritize the

assignment of such streams to good paths. Algorithm 1 shows the

pseudocode. It sorts the streams based on latency in descending

order (line 8). Then it iterates over the streams and tries to use the

shortest path for each stream (lines 9-10). It updates the related data

structures after each path assignment (lines 11-21). The algorithm

outputs the set of used gateways and their forwarding tables. We

denote the result by 𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑟 .

Step 2: Capacity control for next topology. The second step

is to change the number of gateways (i.e., containers) in each re-

gion. The controller runs Algorithm 1 without the gateway capacity

constraints. We denote the result by 𝑅𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 . For each region, if the

number of used gateways exceeds the number of currently available

gateways, then the difference is the number of new gateways to

add for the next epoch. On the other hand, if the numbers of used

gateways in both 𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑟 and 𝑅𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 are smaller than the number of

currently available gateways, then the difference between the max-

imum of the former two and the latter is the number of gateways

to remove for the next epoch.

5.4 Reaction Plan Generation
Algorithm 2 computes the backup paths for fast data plane reaction.

It first traverses all paths according to the forwarding tables 𝐹

computed by Algorithm 1 (line 5). For each region in the path, it

uses the direct premium links as the default backup path (lines 10)

and searches whether using a subset of current relay nodes with

premium links can provide better performance (lines 11-13). If so,

it updates the corresponding backup paths (line 13). The primary

concern behind this algorithm is whether all constraints can still be

satisfied when the gateways use backup paths without the global

view of the network. To address this concern, Algorithm 2 has the

following two properties.

Property 1. The backup paths computed by Algorithm 2 are
always better than the paths in 𝐹 .
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Algorithm 2 Reaction plan generation

1: Input: Forwarding tables 𝐹 computed by Algorithm 1

2: Output: Reaction plan 𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑟𝑒𝑐_𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑠

3: procedure RecoveryPlanComputation
4: 𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑟𝑒𝑐_𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑠 ← ∅
5: for (𝑠, 𝑝 ) ∈ 𝐹 do
6: // Fetch regions used by original path 𝑝 for stream 𝑠 .

7: (𝑟1, 𝑟2, ..., 𝑟𝑑 ) ← 𝑝.𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ( )
8: // Generate reaction plans in reverse order

9: for 𝑟𝑖 ← (𝑟𝑑 , 𝑟𝑑−2, ..., 𝑟1 ) do
10: 𝑟𝑒𝑐_𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛[𝑟𝑖 ] = {𝑟𝑑 }
11: for 𝑟 𝑗 ← (𝑟𝑖+1, 𝑟𝑖+2, ..., 𝑟𝑑 ) do
12: if 𝑟𝑒𝑐_𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛[𝑟 𝑗 ] ∪ {𝑟 𝑗 } is better then
13: 𝑟𝑒𝑐_𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛[𝑟𝑖 ] ← 𝑟𝑒𝑐_𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛[𝑟 𝑗 ] ∪ {𝑟 𝑗 }
14: 𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑟𝑒𝑐_𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑠 [𝑠, 𝑝, 𝑟𝑖 ] ← 𝑟𝑒𝑐_𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛[𝑟𝑖 ]

For a forwarding path 𝑝𝐹 in 𝐹 , the path 𝑝naive that replaces all

Internet links in 𝑝𝐹 with premium links is better than 𝑝𝐹 , in terms

of latency and loss rate. Algorithm 2 further searches for a path 𝑝best
that is better than 𝑝naive and uses fewer relay regions. Therefore,

we have 𝑝best ≥ 𝑝naive ≥ 𝑝origin, meanining that Algorithm 2 can

always find better paths than those in 𝐹 .

Property 2. The reaction plan computed by Algorithm 2 satisfies
all constraints.

The backup paths computed by Algorithm 2 use a subset of re-
gions on the paths in 𝐹 . This means that the ingress and egress

bandwidth of each region consumed by the reaction plan is no

greater than that of 𝐹 . Therefore, the capacity constraints are satis-

fied. Property 1 indicates that the backup paths are better in terms

of latency and loss rate. Thus, the network performance constraints

are also satisfied.

6 EVALUATION
In this section, we present the evaluation results of XRON. We first

show the end-to-end application performance results of XRON from

its large-scale production deployment (§6.1). Then we evaluate the

network-level performance of XRON (§6.2). After that, we analyze

the cost of XRON (§6.3). Finally, we conduct an ablation study to

show the benefits of key mechanisms proposed in XRON (§6.4).

6.1 End-to-End Application Performance
XRON has been deployed in eleven cloud regions across four con-

tinents to support our video conferencing service, DingTalk, for

more than six months since August 2022. We compare XRON with

two previous versions of our video conferencing service: (𝑖) Inter-
net only version, which only uses Internet links, and (𝑖𝑖) Premium
only version, which only use premium links. We are currently in

the process of gradually migrating users to XRON. At the time of

submission, 10% of sessions are randomly scheduled to use XRON.

During this process, all three versions run in parallel, which allows

us to compare the three systems at the application level, i.e., the

end-to-end video conferencing performance.

Overall user experience.We present core user-experience metrics

reported by our video conferencing service in two months. Due

to confidentiality, all reported metrics are normalized against the
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(a) Video stall ratio.
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(b) Frame rate.
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(c) Audio fluency.

Figure 13: The overall statistics of different versions of our
video conferencing service in the deployment.

largest value in the dataset. Figure 13 shows the normalized average

video stall ratio, frame rate, and audio fluency each day.

Figure 13a shows the video stall ratio of different versions in our

production. With real-time monitoring, XRON leverages hybrid

network resources to avoid bad network links, and thus achieves

a low video stall ratio. The Internet only version has the highest

and most unpredictable video stall ratio due to the best-effort na-

ture of Internet links. Compared with the Internet only version,

XRON reduces the average video stall ratio by 77%. More impor-

tantly, XRON keeps the variance of video stall ratio low, which is

critical for delivering a consistent user experience. Furthermore,

the performance of XRON is close to the premium only version,

which verifies the efficiency of our global routing and fast reaction

mechanisms.

Figure 13b shows the frame rate of different versions. The frame

rate of XRON is slightly lower than that of the premium only ver-

sion. XRON improves the frame rate by 12% compared to the Inter-

net only version, which is significant given the scale of our service.

Figure 13c shows the audio fluency of different versions. Audio

fluency is measured using an improved version of the E-model [1].

It considers the comprehensive impact of various factors, e.g., over-

all loudness, signal-to-noise ratio, talker/listener echo, end-to-end

latency, etc. The overall audio fluency is scored from one to five

(higher is better). XRON outperforms the Internet only version by

1.58% and achieves similar scores as the premium only version.
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Figure 14: Comparison of video stall durations.
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Figure 15: Comparison of low scores of audio fluency.

Reducing bad cases. Furthermore, we present the statistics of

severe video and audio performance degradations. The real-time

link state monitoring and fast reaction mechanisms in XRON play

an important role in preventing severe performance degradations.

Figure 14 shows statistics about long video stalls (i.e., ≥ 2s). XRON

decreases long video stalls by 49.1% compared to the Internet only

version. Figure 15 shows the percentage of low audio fluency scores

(≤ 2) under different versions. In the daily operation of our confer-

encing service, the audio fluency score = 1 is defined as a bad audio

experience. XRON reduces the cases of bad audio experiences by

65.2% compared to the Internet only version.

6.2 Network-Level Performance
To further investigate the performance of XRON, we evaluate the

network-level performance between different video conferencing

clusters.

Overall network-level performance. We create full-mesh video

conferencing sessions between all regions for all three versions

(XRON, Internet only and premium only). Table 2 and Table 3

show the results of latency and loss rate monitored on all video

conferencing clusters, respectively. Latency is measured as the delay

between sending a message and receiving its ACK at the sender

side. Because XRON can find low-latency paths and quickly recover

from network degradations, XRON reduces 99% and 99.9% latency

by 1.9× and 9× compared to the Internet only version, respectively.

Besides, the 99.9% loss rate is reduced by 263× compared with the

Internet only version. Both latency and loss rate results of XRON

are close to the premium only version, which is consistent with our

expectations.

Case studies. Besides aggregated statistics of full-mesh video con-

ferencing sessions, we also trace typical region pairs as case studies.

These region pairs are popular for our users and represent differ-

ent network degradation patterns. Figure 16a shows a long-term

network degradation case (highlighted with a box in the figure).

Service Average 95% 99% 99.9%

Premium 121 268 272 278

XRON 126 262 274 285

Internet 205 347 786 2762

Table 2: Comparison of latency (ms) between different video
conferencing clusters.

Service Average 95% 99% 99.9%

Premium 0.0022 0 0 0.037

XRON 0.0034 0 0 0.052

Internet 0.182 0.71 5.88 13.21

Table 3: Comparison of loss rate (%) between different video
conferencing clusters.
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(a) Long term degradation.
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(b) Short term degradation.

Figure 16: Network degradation case studies.

From 17:42 to 23:37, the Internet links encounter long latency due

to packet loss and retransmissions. It leads to great latency increase

in the Internet only version. In this case, XRON can use alternative

cheap Internet links to reroute and keep the transmission latency

steady, while maintaining the operation cost of XRON low. Besides

the long-term degradation case, Figure 16b further shows the short-

term but frequent network degradation case (from 00:13 to 09:04),

which is also highlighted with a box in the figure. For this region

pair, the direct Internet link is the shortest path but drops packets

from time to time. With the fast reaction mechanism, XRON can

utilize this direct Internet link when the performance is good while

leveraging rerouting and fast recovery to avoid unexpected perfor-

mance drops. In both cases, XRON decreases the maximum latency

of video streams by more than 184×, compared to the Internet

only version, and consistently provides users with good network

performance.
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Figure 17: Comprehensive cost analysis of XRON.

6.3 Cost
Cost is an important aspect of a large-scale video conferencing ser-

vice. We first analyze (𝑖) overlay path length (i.e., relay hop count),

(𝑖𝑖) premium link usage, and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) container usage (for XRON gate-

ways), which are all critical variables to the overall cost. Then we

show the overall cost comparison between XRON and the alterna-

tives.

Overlay path length. We calculate the hop count of all overlay

paths. Figure 17a shows the CDF of the hop count. The average hop

count for normal paths using Internet links is 1.19. The average

hop count for fast reaction paths using premium links is only 1.04.

94% of the overlay paths are no more than two hops. It means that

XRON delivers qualified cross-region transmission with a small

traffic overhead.

Premium link usage. Premium links are used in our fast reaction

mechanism. Since premium links are more expensive than Internet

links, the usage of premium links is another critical metric for the

overall cost. As shown in Figure 17b, the usage of premium links

in XRON is negligible compared to that of Internet links. Only 3%

of network traffic is transmitted on the premium links, making the

cost of using premium links low. This result also indicates that the

fast reaction mechanism runs efficiently.

Container usage. Besides network bandwidth fees, another part

of the cost for XRON is the expenses on the containers to run

XRON gateways. XRON currently serves 10% of overall cross-region

traffic. To estimate the performance of capacity control under full

traffic, we collect two weeks of full-scale traffic demand between all

regions in the production environment and conduct an emulation.

We compare XRONwith two baselines:Optimal Allocation and Fixed
Allocation. Optimal Allocation always maintains the best number

of containers assuming perfect future demand predictions. Fixed

Allocation provisions a fixed number of containers according to the

traffic demand in the peak hours during the last week. Figure 17c

shows the CDF of the required number of containers in all regions.

Compared to Fixed Allocation, XRON reduces the number of used

containers by 57%. Furthermore, the result of XRON is close to that

of Optimal Allocation. XRON reserves a bit more containers as

headrooms, which is affordable in practice.

Overall cost. This part provides an overall cost comparison of dif-

ferent versions under the same full-scale traffic demand. Figure 17d

shows the normalized cost of different versions. The cost of any

region-pair in XRON is strictly less than that in the premium only

version. The overall cost of XRON is 4.73× less than the premium

only version and 1.37× higher than the Internet version. Consider-

ing the outstanding performance compared with the Internet only

version, XRON is a cost-effective solution.

6.4 Ablation Study
We further conduct an ablation study on three core components of

XRON, i.e., fast reaction, asymmetric forwarding, and prediction-

based proactive scaling.

Fast reaction. To evaluate fast reaction, we create three 24-hour

full-mesh video conferencing sessions across all regions. Each

session is served by one of the following three variants: XRON-

Premium, which always uses the best overlay paths consisting of

only premium links; XRON-Basic, which uses all the mechanisms

of XRON except fast reaction; and XRON, which uses all the mecha-

nisms of XRON. Figure 18 shows the number of large latency cases

(i.e., > 400ms) between two adjacent frames. In this experiment,

XRON provides a similar performance as XRON-Premium. More-

over, fast reaction significantly reduces the number of 0.4-1s and

1-2s latency cases by 97.6% and 99.8%, respectively. XRON further

eliminates large latency cases which are greater than 2 seconds.

This experiment indicates the fast reaction mechanism is crucial to

achieving better end-to-end performance.

Asymmetric forwarding. We compare the latency of overlay

paths calculated by two controller versions: (𝑖) only considering

symmetric forwarding and (𝑖𝑖) considering asymmetric forwarding.

At the end of each scheduling period, we record the overlay paths

calculated by different controllers, and calculate the latency of over-

lay paths and the corresponding latency speedup ratio. Figure 19

presents the CDF of the latency speedup ratio. As shown in the

figure, nearly 40% overlay paths can achieve better performance

while considering asymmetric forwarding. More importantly, based

on our observations in production, some overlay paths accelerated

by asymmetric forwarding carry a large number of video streams.

These overlay paths deliver a large amount of video streams with

higher performance and lower cost.

Prediction-based proactive scaling. Finally, we compare our

prediction-based proactive scaling mechanism with the reactive

scaling mechanism. Figure 20 shows the error rate of these two

mechanisms. The error rate is calculated as the ratio of capacity
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under-provisioning. Our prediction-based proactive scaling mech-

anism prevents 97.7% duration from under-provisioning and sig-

nificantly reduces the error rate by 91% compared to the reactive

scaling mechanism.

7 RELATEDWORK
Overlay networks. RON [6] is an early overlay network. It moni-

tors link quality and dynamically routes traffic to achieve resiliency.

Succeeding works [9, 33, 57] enhance routing under homogeneous

network resources. XRON further explores the larger design space

introduced by heterogeneous network resources. Skyplane [29]

is a recent multi-cloud overlay network specifically designed for

throughput-intensive bulk data transfers. In comparison, XRON

focuses on serving latency-sensitive video conferencing.

There is a lot of work on Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) [10,

21, 24, 37, 42, 43, 51, 56]. LiveNet [37] is a recent work that builds an

overlay network on a CDN infrastructure for live video streaming,

which is fully based on premium links (loss rate < 0.175%). Generally,

CDN providers own dedicated physical resources (servers, clusters,

and networks), and leverage resource scheduling mechanisms to

optimize transmission performance. The main difference is that

XRON handles the challenge of managing heterogeneous network

resources and elastic capacity in a cloud-native scenario.

Traffic engineering. Many centralized traffic engineering solu-

tions have been proposed to optimize network performance [3,

4, 8, 18, 25, 26, 30–32, 47, 48, 54, 61]. These solutions serve self-

built/rented dedicated networks by corresponding cloud providers,

while XRON optimizes transmission through mixing multiple net-

work tires. Furthermore, XRON elastically subscribes cloud re-

sources based on the domain knowledge of video conferencing.

Network monitoring. Cloudcast [7] proposes a measurement

system for public cloud connectivity. Pingmesh [23] is a produc-

tion system for network monitoring in datacenters. Many other

works [11, 16, 19, 34, 63, 64] focus on large-scale network failure

detections. TSLP [15] leverages active probing to measure under-

lay link congestion, while XRON focuses on overlay cross-region

transmission. These works focus on general network measurement

and analysis but do not target degradations influencing real-time

video streams.

Video stream transmission. A lot of research efforts have been

devoted to optimizing the performance of real-time video stream-

ing, including encoding/decoding algorithms [14, 20], adaptive bi-

trate streaming algorithms [5, 27, 39, 53, 55], video transport so-

lutions [20, 28, 40, 41, 44, 45, 52, 60, 62] and other video quality

enhancements [22, 36, 38, 59]. They are complementary to XRON

and can be employed together with XRON. In our production de-

ployment, we have deployed some of these enhancements. With

comprehensive tests and online monitorings, they work well with

XRON.

8 CONCLUSION
XRON is a hybrid elastic cloud overlay network for our planetary-

scale video conferencing service. XRON leverages heterogeneous

cross-region network resources provided by the cloud platform to

build the overlay network, in order to satisfy the quality require-

ment of video conferencing and achieve low cost at the same time.

In the data plane, we leverage the asymmetric features of cross-

region links to optimize performance. We also design an efficient

fast reaction mechanism for overcoming temporary performance

degradations. In the control plane, we leverage application-level

runtime information to precisely predict traffic demands, and ef-

ficiently calculate the forwarding tables, the capacity and the fast

reaction plan for each region. XRON has been deployed in eleven

cloud regions across the globe to support our video conferencing

service since August 2022. Experimental results show that com-

pared to the Internet only version, XRON reduces video stall ratio

and bad audio fluency by 77% and 65.2%, respectively, and compared

with the premium only version, XRON cuts the cost by 79%.
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